on the occasion of his 60th birthday § 1. Introduction Our purpose here is to study the irreducible representations of semisimple algebraic groups of characteristic p # 0, in particular the rational representations, and to determine all of the representations of corresponding finite simple groups. (Each algebraic group is assumed to be defined over a universal field which is algebraically closed and of infinite degree of transcendence over the prime field, and all of its representations are assumed to take place on vector spaces over this field.)
Our purpose here is to study the irreducible representations of semisimple algebraic groups of characteristic p # 0, in particular the rational representations, and to determine all of the representations of corresponding finite simple groups. (Each algebraic group is assumed to be defined over a universal field which is algebraically closed and of infinite degree of transcendence over the prime field, and all of its representations are assumed to take place on vector spaces over this field.)
To state our first principal result, we observe that relative to a Cartan decomposition of a semisimple algebraic group, there is described in §5 below (in a somewhat more general context) a standard way of converting an isomorphism on the universal field into one on the group, and that relative to a choice of a set S of simple roots, an irreducible rational projective representation of the group is characterized by a function from S to the nonnegative integers, to be called, together with the corresponding function on the Cartan subgroup of the decomposition, the high weight of the representation [13, Exp. 14 and 15 J 1.1 THEOREM. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group of characteristic and rank /, ay%d let 9ΐ denote the set of p 1 
irreducible rational projective representations of G in each of which the high weight λ satisήes 0<λ(a)< (p -1) (a&S). Let ai denote the automorphism t-*t p of the universal field as well as
Conversely, every such product yields an irreducible rational projective representation of G.
This follows from 6.1 below. We need only remark here that there is no corresponding phenomenon for groups of characteristic 0, since then the identity is the only rational field automorphism and the tensor product of two rational representations is never irreducible unless one of them is one-dimensional.
Related to 1.1 is the following conjecture for which there is much evidence and for which a proof for the group of type At would go a long way.
CONJECTURE. If G and 9i are as in 1.1 and R is an irreducible, not necessarily rational, projective representation of G, there exist distinct isomorphisms βi of the universal field into itself and corresponding representations Ri in 9ΐ such that R = ΠRΪ (see §5 for the definition of RΪ').
That the above product is always irreducible follows from 5.1 below.
Our second main result applies to naturally defined finite simple subgroups of the groups considered above. These include all the "finite simple algebraic groups" (those made up of the rational points of simple algebraic groups suitably defined over finite fields), that is (see Hertzig [8] ), the groups considered by Chevalley [3] and those considered by Hertzig [8] , Tits [24, 25] and the author [19, 20] , and also include the nonalgebraic groups considered by Suzuki [22] and Ree [11] , all the known finite simple groups other than the cyclic, alternating and Mathieu groups.
THEOREM. If G is a finite simple algebraic group and the rational field has q=p n elements, then every irreducible projective representation is the restriction of a rational representation of the corresponding infinite algebraic group. If the rank is I, the number of such representations is q ι . Each has a high weight λ for which 0 < λ(a) < q -1 (CGS).
Here we also have the product representation of 1.1 with the upper limit n in place of oo (see 7.4 and 9.3). For the nonalgebraic finite groups mentioned above there is a corresponding result (12.2 below), but the relevant representations of the containing infinite algebraic groups are those that satisfy the further condition: λ(a) = 0 if a is long; hence their number is q 112 . A gap in our development is that for finite odd-dimensional unitary groups and finite Among the subsidiary results below, we consider the character of this highest representation (8.4, 9.6, 11.3) , and present in § §10 and 11 some results related to those rather special isogenies which give rise to the existence of the groups of Suzuki and Ree.
In addition to [13] , to which frequent references will be made, earlier work related to our results is as follows. Here and elsewhere in the paper, "9-module" means vector space over the algebraic closure K of K on which K and 9 act according to the usual rules, "irreducible" means absolutely irreducible, and 9ft denotes the p ι modules given by 2. Here the product is taken over all positive integers /, j for which ir + js is a root, the terms being arranged in some fixed, but arbitrary, order, and the Cij,rs are integers that depend on the order, but not on t, u or the field K.
We also have from [3, p. 
(t).
Together with G, we consider a covering group Γ, the abstract group generated by a set of elements x r (t)(t<^K, reΣ) subject to the relations 3.1 and those implied by 3.2 with Γ in place of G. That these relations define SL1/+1, K) and Sp(l, K) for Σ of type A\ and C/ respectively was already known to Dickson [7] . These results, which cover all simple algebraic groups because of the classification in [13] , are proved at the end of § 4.
We (6) Here X x is the image of X under x and we use the convention (X x ) y = X yx .
The module M x is equivalent to M [4] . Thus there is a G-module isomorphism T(x), uniquely determined to within a scalar multiple by Schur's lemma, of M on M x . This satisfies :
The map x-*T(x) is a projective representation of Γ (or G) on Λf, again by
Schur's lemma. For each positive root r we may (and do) normalize all
T(xΛt)) to keep v+ fixed (see 2.7); since 4.1 and 4.2 imply that T(x r (t))v = vΛ-higher terms, for each monomial v> this amounts to making each T(xΛt))
unipotent.
After treating negative roots in a similar way, we want to show that the normalization can be extended to yield an ordinary (not just a projective) representation of Γ. When it is convenient, we write xv for T(x)v. 
also hold for the T(x a (t)) and T(x-a (t)).
Further the relations The uniqueness comes from 3.4, which implies that Γ has no nontrivial one-dimensional representation.
From the definitions we see that if v has height n in M then
(x r (t) -l)v = tXrV-\-higher (lower) terms, when r>0 (r<0).
By 2. 7 this yields :
The vectors Kv+ are the only ones fixed by all χ r (t) (r>0).
From this and 4.3, we see that the Γ-module M determines Kv+ } which in turn determines λ(a) (OGS) since λ(a)-\ l is the dimension of the subspace generated by the elements x~a(t) (t e K) acting on Kv+. Thus using also We remark that considering 9 as Lie ring rather than Lie algebra we can interpret MP above as Q-module and then prove a theorem entirely analogous We can now prove one of the main results of this paper. Observe that the modules considered are not assumed to be rational, throughout this section. 
If r(fc)*l, the cycle containing r telescopically contributes 1 to the product for X(h) 2 , since the term for r may be written, subject to a consistent choice of square roots, In this section we treat the simple groups denoted as A] (a projective unitary group in /+1 dimensions), D) (a second projective orthogonal group in 2 / dimensions), E\ (a nonnormal "real" form of E 6 ) and D\ (a "triality"
form of DA) in [19] , and their covering groups. Each of the latter groups can be defined in terms of generators and relations derived from the structure of the corresponding simple group, just as Γ is in terms of G in § 3 , * however, it is more convenient to define them directly as subgroups of the groups Γ.
Starting with an automorphism a, other than the identity, of the root system Σ such that σS = S, and an automorphism a of the same period on the field K, we can construct an automorphism, also called a, of the corresponding group Γ such that x a (t) σ = x aa (f) for all α e ±S and all te^K, and then define Γ 1 to be the group of fixed points of a. Comparing this definition with the one given in [19] for the corresponding simple groups, and using 3. 6, we easily get: Thus every irreducible Γ^-module is the restriction of some IX K) -module, and the largest high weight that occurs is ω^" The proof that we have in mind for (Σ, p) of type (G 2 , 3) involves many details and will not be given here. When p = 2, however, the situation is quite simple since -1 Ξ 1 (mod 2), and no normalization is required.
Proof of 10.1 for p-2.
To show that the equations of (a) define a homomorphism, we must verify that the relations 2.1 to 2. 6 are preserved. For this the relations 2.2 and 2.6 will suffice since they together with the relations (4) Proof of 11.1 for Γ-modules. As is easily verified, the process 4. 2 of lifting the modules of W from 9 to Γ is consistent with the two types of tensor products-for algebras and for groups. Thus (4) follows from (3). In this, the last, section we extend our results to the finite simple groups associated with the names of Suzuki [22] and Ree [11] . These are defined as follows. A system Σ of type C 2 , F 4 or G 2 may be identified with its dual Σ* in such a way that the map r-*r* of Σ on Σ* (see §10) yields an involutary map, o, on Σ such that positivity and simplicity of roots is preserved, angles are preserved, but short and long roots are interchanged. If also (Σ, p) is special, K is algebraically closed, and A>1, the isomorphism θ of 10. l(c) 
